LuguLake Helps You Handily Improve Audio Visual Experience, Giving Away 100
Bluetooth Speaker Docks
LuguLake is launching giveaways. 100 sets, 100% free! Amazon top 2 rated LuguLake Bluetooth speaker ($46.99) is on its
way to your home! For promotion details, please check out the end of the article.
OREM, UT, August 01, 2014 /24-7PressRelease/ -- The Bluetooth speaker is becoming a must-have for users of iPhone,
iPad, and other smartphones and tablets. Bluetooth speakers are easily portable and work great to make music sound
better. Portable speakers and phone & tablet stands are what people often take along with them when they go out. But,
why do they bother to buy a stand? A docking speaker with Bluetooth function will absolutely make it easier!
LuguLake releases a terrifically designed Bluetooth speaker dock which makes a difference. Providing excellent sound and
a perfect docking solution, it's especially popular among iPhone and iPad users. The speaker dock provides both quality
and looks.
This tube-shaped speaker is well crafted with fine aluminum. The aluminum surface is fingerprint resistant and easy to
clean. The design is notable for minimalism and elegant color schemes. LuguLake Bluetooth speaker docks come in coffee,
silver and blue. Solid and robust, it is the kind of Bluetooth speaker that you can take anywhere.
Let's take a closer look at this docking speaker. The power button is on the back of the speaker. And there is no volume
control button. You can easily use your devices to increase or decrease the sound level. The speaker also features anti-skid
rubber strips at bottom so it is able to stand firmly. The built-in rechargeable lithium polymer battery (1000 MAH) allows the
music playback to be up to 8 hours, which is impressive.
Music comes from both sides of the speaker. It has 6W output and the sound is really excellent. If you play on medium
volume, it will deliver a clear sound. It still works great even at the highest sound level. LuguLake Bluetooth speaker makes
it easier for you to enjoy music with your family and friends. It's great for both indoor and outdoor use. Mothers can use it to
watch cooking videos while cooking. The family can use it to enjoy music while having tea. It's also suitable for picnics and
barbecues. The amazing fact is that it is almost suitable for all occasions that require music.
LuguLake Bluetooth speaker dock is perfectly compatible with mobile devices including smartphones, tablets and MP3
players, and laptops and desktop PCs. It will definitely make you happy by helping make the most of your smartphones and
tablets.
Amazon top 2 rated Bluetooth speaker - 100% free
Hush! It is the secret between you and LuguLake!
Amazon coupon code: LUGUBT10
Effective Time: 8/1/2014-8/8/2014
Country: US only
Target Customer: Our Fans, Unisex
Limitation: 1.One time for one user
First Come, First Served Basis
First 100 sets can use, exceed code will be inactive
Code: LUGUBT10
Color: Choose Coffee
Code Available On: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FGR5XKE
Official Page: http://www.lugulake.us/about/event-lugulake.html
U.S LuguLake Industrial Investment Co. Ltd. was founded in 2010 in United States, with production bases and customer
service centers in major Chinese cities such as Hong Kong, Beijing and Shenzhen.
Brand Story
Steven, the founder of LuguLake, is an American with Chinese roots. Born and raised around Lugu Lake, a beautiful and
little-explored lake in Northwestern China, Steven's mother is a Mosuo woman. The remoteness of the place helps preserve
the unique matrilineal Mosuo society. Influenced by his parents, Steven greatly appreciates both American and Chinese
cultures. That's why Oriental meticulousness and Western vigor are well balanced with the design of LuguLake products.
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